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KEEPING UP WITH THE TIMES
Moving to a remote work environment
DEVELOPED AUDIOVISUAL TECHNOLOGY
Integrated and managed

STAY DYNAMIC
With a support team thats one step ahead

1PATH

THE BIG MOVE TO A
REMOTE WORKPLACE
The Problem
With most of
their business
dealings
suddenly moving
online –

The Solution
1Path
quickly went to work
ensuring Zoom was
installed on all their
computerized
devices.
The next step was to create the space and
bandwidth needed to run a high volume of
uninterrupted audiovisual conversations in a
safe, and private environment, where data
could be monitored and protected. 1Path
also optimized their virtual desktops to
utilize Zoom.

The Results
Because Weissman had
already partnered with
1Path as their MSP, they
were able to quickly and
efficiently address these
new challenges.
This agility allowed them to almost
seamlessly continue their core business
offerings. Without 1Path's support, the move
could have caused disrupted service, lost
revenue, and disgruntled clients.

BIG CHANGES
MADE EASILY
Weissman Law is a law firm that specializes in real estate
litigation. For almost 30 years, they have been the lawyers sitting across the
conference table from you as you purchase your home, or the brick and mortar
location for your business.
So, when COVID-19 hit, it hit Weissman hard.
No longer could there be the lawyers sitting across conference
tables, as the global pandemic had turned conference tables into desks in our
home offices. Luckily, the mass movement to remote work, and the troubles in
the legal industry this would cause, was on the governments radar. The Georgia
governor recognized this serious issue and made the ability to sign on a
property purchase remotely more accommodating.
This meant two things. First, Weissman was going to need a
powerful AV solution that allowed them continuous and uninterrupted
communication with their clients, and second, they were going to need to rely
on their MSP partner.
Luckily, they were already working with 1Path, an MSP with a
proven track record of managing AV solutions for businesses of various sizes,
in various industries.

"“When you are used to doing transactions face to face
and suddenly cannot, it shocks your whole business
process. We were fortunate to partner with 1Path to
address these issues and keep the business moving
forward.”
- Kathye Verde, Firm Administrator Weissman
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The need for space,
storage, and a highly developed
tech infrastructure became
apparent. Through research and
analysis, they chose Zoom as their
AV tool. It was now up to 1Path
to implement that technology.

